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          Soaring to touch  the pinnacles of success  

“Aspiration is the main fuel for progress. Aspirations transform a set of ordinary people into extraordinary      
achievers.” 

We waited with bated breath and beating hearts for the AISSCE and AISSE results. There is something about hard 
work, the twin sister of success. We did indeed toil hard; our academic calendars were filled to the brim with     
remedial coaching and tests. Our children were steadfast and focused, we were cloistered in the classrooms with 
children urging them to give in their best; we were at the beck and call of the students 24x7 and our results proved 
to be a true testimony to our hard work. We have indeed managed to carve a niche for ourselves among the     
reputed schools in the Kingdom through the enterprising AISSCE and AISSE results. ‘Let arise awake and stop not 

till the goal is reached ‘ propel us to move forward in our quest for further excellence. 

School Toppers 
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  The Principal Writes.. 

                Time always accelerates and slips beyond one’s grasp. Within the blink of an 
eye, the first three months of this academic calendar, packed to the brim with both 
scholastic and co-curricular activities has almost come to an end. Education is a shared 
commitment between dedicated teachers, motivated students and passionate parents. 
The limelight of this term was the enterprising results achieved by the students in the 
AISSCE and AISSE examinations conducted by the CBSE. The dedication and expertise 

put in by the faculty,  the earnest and kind  cooperation put forth by  the  parents  and  the  diligent  efforts  of  the  

students have proved to be the hallmarks for the excellent results. With an endeavor to replicate and further excel 
in the performance of our students, we shall be piloting new structures and formats along with the existing best 
practices. In this regard, we are continuing the online examinations for class X and XII during the summer holidays. 
I earnestly solicit the cooperation of the parents for the same. Summer vacations are around the corner; do ensure 
that  your  wards  utilize  the time wisely in reading and in similar effective activities.  Together,  let us  focus on 
academic and behavioral success of every student. 

Have a blissful vacation!                                                                                                   
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The Scholars Domain 

Magnum Opus– Laurels to Alma Mater 
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 Tentative steps…First day for L.K.G students 
         Myriad of emotions captured by our shutterbug!!!!! 

 

                                   

With love to dear mothers... 

No man is poor who has a godly mother –Abraham Lincoln. Mothers’ Day was celebrated in the school           

precincts amidst much gaiety and merry making. Songs of love, gratitude and joy reverberated in the air in 

angelic, childish voices highlighting the beautiful bond between the mother and the child. The special    

invitees, the proud and beaming mothers of the kindergartners were moved beyond words when the little 

ones spoke devotedly and intensely about their mothers. The toddlers also made beautiful cards for their 

mothers in amateur drawings and writings each echoing the love for mothers in myriads of ways. 
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               Rosier tomorrows—L.K.G  Orientation 

Most aptly, before the classes commenced for 

the tiny toddlers the school organized an   

orientation to guide the apprehensive         

parents. Instead of groping in the dark,       

parents were given a clear perspective to  

navigate their wards for a fun filled learning at 

school .The force behind the venture was  

Vice Principal Mrs. Soji Abraham under the 

guidance of Principal Dr. Shanu C. Thomas. 

The orientation helped to outline and  reaffirm the role of teachers and parents  in the 

progress of their children. 

Widening the Academic Hierarchy.. 

New Designations 

Mrs. Soji Abraham and Mrs. Priya Biju took reins as the Vice Principal 

and Academic Supervisor for K.G to III section respectively. May God  

Almighty guide them in their endeavors. 

 
Mrs. Soji Abraham 

 

Mrs. Priya  Biju 
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Promises to keep…. 

     Investiture Ceremony 

Leadership is a quality which is nurtured and has its seeds sown in childhood itself. We at AAIIS tap the 

quality of leadership in their early years and try to bring out the innate leadership qualities embedded in 

children. The Investiture Ceremony, to honour the Prefectural Body of Batch 2018-2019, elected by the   

students was held on Sunday 6 May,2018 in both the Boys’ and Girls’ Wing. The baton of responsibility 

was passed on to a fresh round of Prefects for the year 2018 – 2019. A formal  ceremony invested as many 

as 50 appointments with the power to govern their Council. The cabinet members received their badges 

and took the Oath devoting themselves to the well being of their school and country. Parents who         

attended the event felt gratified to be a part of the solemn occasion. If your actions inspire others to do 

more, to dream more  and to learn more ,you are a true leader, would be a poignant reminder for the   

office bearers to devote the best of their abilities in accordance with the mission and vision of their          

alma mater. 

 

                                               The voice of Al Alia—Elections 2018 
The school conducted polls on the 30th of April 2018, to elect the members of the student cabinet for the 
academic year 2018-2019. The main objective of the elections were to orient students on democratic      
practices. 
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A connect with nature 

 The luminaries of tomorrow 

Head Boy Tony Thomas Chacko XII B  Head Girl Zoony Sahwa  XII B 

Assistant Head Boy Mohammed Riyan XI A  Assistant Head Girl Ann Mary Ben  XI B 

Cultural Captain Yousuf Kalim XII A  Cultural Captain Meenakshi Laljeev  XII A 

Vice  Captain, Cultural Bennet Biji XI B  Vice  Captain, Cultural Neha Elsa Mathew  XI A 

Sports Captain Khaja Abdul Qavi XII A  Sports Captain Nabeela Poyilan  XII A 

Vice  Captain, Sports Juval James XI A  Vice  Captain, Sports Manna Ann Cherian XI B 

Emerald House Captain Darnel Thomas  XII B  Emerald House Captain Fathima Saher XII A 

Vice Captains 
Moaz Abdul Majeed IX B  

   Vice Captain Alagananda Pradeep IX  A  
Basim Shaji XI A  

Ruby House Captain  Abdurahman Mustafa C.P XII A  Ruby House Captain   Ayesha Nida X B 

Vice Captains 
Joel George Sam XI A  

 Vice Captain  Abiya Shabu  XI A   
Timothy George Mathew  IX B  

Sapphire House Captain Allen Reji XII B     Sapphire House Captain Fathima Hiba XII B 

Vice Captains 
Ajay Jiji Varghese XI A  

 Vice Captain Jiya Mary John IX A 
Abel C. Georly IX B  

Topaz House Captain Avin Saji XII B     Topaz House Captain Ameera Shamon XII A 

Vice Captains 
Raishim X B  

 Vice Captain Kenitta Anna Koshy IX A 
Aadil Hussain IX B  

        Notice Boards-A blend of creativity and perfection 
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Enticing children into the realms of books 

Gone are the days when books were man’s best friends. The burgeoning            
onslaught of technology has wiped out the reading habits among the children. 
Books in museum is an apt and oft quoted refrain these days. In order to entice the 
children into the world of books and to inculcate the importance of the world’s 
oldest search engines – the libraries, library week was observed in school the 22 of April,  2018 to 26 April 
2018. The D.E.A.R hour was observed both by the faculty and the students. Children also indulged them-
selves in poster making and other activities. 
 

                         Srishti ’18 -The Educational Exhibition  
 
                 It was indeed ‘Srishti ‘ – the birth of conceptual ideas and the             

metmorphosis of these  collective mundane ideas into  concrete, innovative  

wonders triggered and fuelled by the creative and vibrant young minds of 

the school. The theme for the exhibition was connecting man to nature and students 

from classes I to class XII put up a total of 15 stalls each in both the Girls and the Boys 

Wing displaying variant working and static models to support the theme. 

The teeming visitors were absolutely enthralled and lauded the efforts of the students. 
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It’s  Sports time !!!!     
  Many hearts one beat —Focused  and determined  

 

War with words- eloquent orators 

Debate Competition 

It is not he who gains the exact point in dispute or who scores most in controversy but he who has 

shown better temper. The inter house debate competition was held on the 14th May, 2018 in both the 

Boys and Girls wing. Putting forward their views and counterviews on ‘Physical education should be  

given equal weightage to that of academic subjects in schools’ were the juniors while the seniors with 

incandescent wit debated on ‘Education system in India needs strategic reforms.’ The fiery  orators   

using language as their weapon put forth convincing arguments seasoned with concrete allusions to           

elucidate their point. 
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     Let’s Football… 

 

In the coming issue.. 

Teachers’ day celebrations. Sports competitions, 

Children's day celebrations and lots more... 

Keep reading, keep liking!!! 

Fancy Dress Masquerade  

Editorial : RESHMY VINOD,     MERIN ALEX ,       MUHAMMED SHAFI                           

Exploring the mystic world of colours  

Sometimes all you need in life is a little splash of colours!!! Reinforcing the concept of colours through 
fun.  

Forever Remembered. Forever Missed… 

Our heartfelt deepest condolence on the untimely demise of 

our very beloved  Chitralekha teacher. May 

her soul rest in peace. 

Announcements... 
¨ Parent’s Meeting on 

03/07/2018 Tuesday 2 PM to 
5:30  PM. 

¨ Summer Vacation Begins on 
04/07/2018  and School reo-
pens on 02/09/2018. 

¨ Online Examinations  Schedule  
for Classes X  & XII  

TIMINGS:  

10:30 AM—1:30 PM(INDIAN   TIME)  

8:30 AM -  11:00 AM (KSA)                          

 

 CLASS X CLASS XII 

14/07/2018 SOCIAL  
CHEMISTRY/ 
BUSI. STUDIES 

23/07/2018 SCIENCE 
PHYSICS/ 
ACCOUNTANCY 

31/07/2018 ENGLISH ENGLISH 

11/08/2018 MATHS MATHS / I P 

20/08/2018 
HINDI/
MALAYA-
LAM 

BIOLOGY/
COMPUTER SC./ 
ECONOMICS 


